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AB U HE C ANY

	
As the name goes, APMAMA, is essentially an online APartment MAnagement and 
MAintenance software, which aims to put life at ease at your apartment. Apmama, 
A feature-packed smart and interactive tool that simplifies living and managing your 
apartments. We help you with User Management, Online Payments, Notice board, 
Notifications & Broadcasting, Asset & Inventory Management, Vendor 
Management, Staff Management, Directory, Advertising your freelancing skills to 
the entire community  and lots more. In short, Apmama is a holistic go-to app for 
all your apartment management activities.  
 
Apmama helps you, to effortlessly fit into a new community based apartment by 
providing all the required information at your fingertips. We from Apmama, 
welcome you to the new world of apartment management, where we lean on making 
anticipatory design more intelligent by reducing human efforts required, from the 
overall equation. 
 
We at Apmama, believe in a  "Tailored" approach, because we appreciate and value 
one of the most Simple yet highly Significant aspect that "Each Client is Unique". 
Apmama works on a User Friendly interface, that anyone from 7 to 70 can use, not 
only with ease but also with a higher sense of Clarity, making the process interesting 
and interactive.  
 
When you choose Apmama once, We choose to serve you for a lifetime. With 
Apmama, you get Life time access to all our latest updates for Free. So why wait? 
Grow, engage and connect further with your community! Thus making your 
community a happier place to live in.  
 
- Apmama  
Life Simplified  
		
	

www.apmama.com	



	

FLAT	MANAGEMENT		
 

Keep track of those residing, maintain and organize all the activities of 
flats. � 
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COMPLAINT	CORNER		
 

Your go-to corner for raising personal and community tickets or filing 
complaints. � 

 

USERS	MANAGEMENT		
 

Apartment’s admins authorized to add, approve request and deactivate 
users of Apmama.  

 

COMMUNICATION		
 

A common platform to voice your views and options, add photos 
to gallery, along with the authority to moderate discussions. 

NOTICE	BOARD		
 

Notices made by management can be put up on this digital 
categorized noticeboard. Users will receive notification on that. 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS	
 

Email and mobile  notifications / SMS’s can be triggered by the 
admin to make important announcements. 

DOCUMENTS	HOLDER.	
 

Association files, Flat related documents, Apmama agreements 
and common files can be stored.  

CAR	PARKING	MANAGEMENT		
 

The authority to create type of slots, assign ownership and change 
slots as per demands. Renting parking slots can be managed. 

DIRECTORY		
	
Gain full access to the directory of your complex. Association, 
vendors, security, emergency and residents etc.  

VENDOR	MANAGEMENT		
 

Keep a record of all the registered vendors, their activity status, 
invoice documents, payment and any subsequent remainders. 



	

STAFF		MANAGEMENT		
 

Authorized to create roles for staff members and check status of 
their attendance, personal details, tasks and review notes.  

ASSET	AND	INVENTORY		
 

Information regarding the names, process, date, documents of 
the asset purchased can be made note of, along with service 
provider’s details. Easy tracking of additional and removal of 
inventories. 

ACCESS	CONTROL		
 

Controlled & restricted access can be given to uses and other 
admins by master admin.  

FACILITIES	AND	ACTIVITIES	BOOKING	
 

Create facilities and activities for residents & stay updated with 
the latest booking and other details.  

APMAMA	PROFILE		
 

A customized webpage can be created for your apartments and 
can be used to publish your location, Sales & rental details to 
outsiders.  
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REPORTS		
 

Different types of reports can be created, categorized, 
downloaded and printed.  

INVOICE		
 

Invoice can be created and can be sent you user for making 
payment.  

ACCOUNTING		
 

Income Tracker, Expense Tracker, Bank and cash, Utility 
Tracker. In short, account made easy for all.  

FREE	UPDATES		
 

Gain a lifetime’s access to all our latest updates for free! Grow, 
engage and connect   

24/7		HELPDESK	
 

we grow with you! Any qualms or queries? We are always ready 
to help. Feel free to connect with us!  
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